
1.) What company is known for its ads featuring Santa and polar bears? _____________________

2.) The Grinch is as cuddly as a: ________________________________________________________

3.) Aside from red and green, what are two colors most associated with the holidays? _________

4.) What did Frosty the Snowman have for a nose? ________________________________________

5.) In a Christmas Carol, how many ghosts visit Scrooge? ___________________________________
 
6.) How many points does a snowflake have? _____________________________________________

7.) Name Santa’s reindeer: ______________________________________________________________

8.) On the 11th day of Christmas, my true love gave what to me: ___________________________

9.) In the song “I saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus”, where are Mommy and Santa? _____________ 

10.) What color are the berries of a mistletoe plant? _______________________________________

11.) What was Grandma drinking when she got run over by a reindeer? ______________________

12.) In the movie The Santa Clause, what kept reappearing on Tim Allen’s face even after he  
      removed it? ______________________________________________________________________

13.) In the movie It’s A Wonderful Life, what does it mean when you hear bells ring?_____________

14.) From which country does the poinsettia plant originate? _______________________________

15.) Name the three characters that sing “The Chipmunk Song”? _____________________________

16.) What is the name of the most famous holiday ballet? _________________________________

17.) What is the name of the animated holiday movie featuring Tom Hanks? _________________ 

18.) Which holiday song holds the record as the most-selling holiday single of all time? ________
__________________________________________________________________________________

19.) What song demands that you bring us some figgy pudding? ___________________________

20.) What was the name of the boy who was left at home in the holiday 
      movie Home Alone? ________________________________________________________________

21.) In what city did the movie Elf take place? ____________________________________________

22.) Name one gift Harry Potter received for his first Christmas at Hogwarts: __________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Holiday Trivia 
Name: _________________________ Total Points: _______________

Answer as many trivia questions as you can in the alloted time. Whoever gets the most correct answers wins! 


